For many decades, neuroscientists have used different animal species as models to study various aspects of cognition and learning. In most cases, those animals were considered to be healthy on the basis of classical veterinary investigations. Thus, most studies were conducted classically without considering the possibility of brain anomalies, especially in the case of outliers, where animals appeared to be low performers. The latter are generally rightly excluded on the basis of the experimental conditions, such as social interactions[@b1] or kept in experiments with a large number of subjects. Nevertheless, in some studies, these outliers could be excluded without seeking further explanations, especially pathological ones. On the other hand, using imaging may lead to the fortuitous discovery of unexpected silent brain anomalies. This often happens with the increasing use of imaging in humans, raising the idea that unexpected brain pathologies are not as rare as one might think[@b2]. In this context, several types of anomalies can be discovered[@b3][@b4] such as brain neoformations, prominence of the subarachnoid spaces, vascular malformations, and dilatation of the ventricular system.

Ventricular enlargement or ventriculomegaly is the most common brain anomaly observed in fetal ultrasound images[@b5]. Some authors using MRI observed the existence of this anomaly in experimental animals, although there was no external signs[@b6]. In MRI studies, it can manifest itself as an enlargement of the whole lateral ventricle or be limited to one of it parts, such as the temporal ventricular horn[@b7]. This anomaly persists frequently into adulthood[@b5]. Because of the complexity of the ventricular anatomy, especially the lateral ventricles, and the fact that ventriculomegaly is being linked to pathological processes related to atrophy, dysgenetic anomalies or obstructive hydrocephalus[@b8][@b9], it is often associated with an impairment of the adjacent brain structures such as the hippocampus, the amygdala, the caudate nucleus and the periventricular white*-*matter fibre bundles[@b10]. Subjects who show this pathology present with a pattern of neurological impairments or a set of subtle cognitive anomalies[@b11].

In animals, several cases of ventricular enlargement were used as models related to mental retardation with genetic etiology[@b12], psychotic disease[@b13] and sublethal hypoxia[@b14]. Likewise, some authors[@b6], using rats purchased from two different companies as an animal model of brain traumatic injury, discovered that nearly half (43.2%) of animals had spontaneous ventriculomegaly without external manifestations. In their study, they pointed out the necessity of using imaging explorations to avoid a high degree of variability that can be the result of the ventricular enlargement itself. In non human primates, ventricular enlargement has not yet been reported to the best of our knowledge.

In a behavioral study assessing cognitive skills in marmosets where structural MRI imaging was scheduled, we report a young female marmoset which required significantly more time than other animals to learn two different behavioral tasks (shape discrimination and delayed matching-to-position). This animal showed a range of cognitive anomalies concerning the behavioral strategies it used to perform these tasks. MRI investigations revealed the existence of a striking right ventricular horn enlargement with a mild hippocampal atrophy in that animal. This raises a crucial issue for neurobiological and behavioral studies concerning the necessity of using imaging to exclude brain anomalies in the case of outliers or poorly performing individuals.

Results
=======

Data analysis showed a striking set of cognitive impairments for the pathological case (PathC) related to the latency to reach the learning criterion in both tasks in addition to several anomalies concerning the ability to apply appropriate learning strategies.

All data are expressed in *mean* ± *SEM*.

*A- Behavioral data*

*1- Simple Discrimination Task (SD):*

All marmosets, except PathC, performed this task and reached the criterion of learning in 9.5 ± 1.2 sessions of 100 trials, corresponding to 12.1 ± 1.1 daily sessions. This contrasts with the marmoset PathC which took significantly more sessions and more time to reach the learning criterion in this task ([Fig. 1a,b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}): 46 sessions of 100 trials corresponding to 73 daily sessions. The confidence intervals (CI) of the other animals at *P* \< *0.05* did not include the PathC's values (*CI* = *\[7.4 12.8\]* for the number of sessions of 100 trials and *CI* = *\[10 15.1\]* for the number of daily sessions).

Response strategies analysis
----------------------------

In order to analyse the response and learning strategy features in this task, we divided it into two phases: the learning (before reaching the criterion) and the learnt phases.

In the learning phase, the PathC showed a statistically significant difference in applying the Lose-Shift (LSh) (17% for the PathC, whereas the *CI* of the other animals was *\[41*, *71\]*) ([Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) and the Change-Shift (ChSh) sub-strategies (69% for the PathC, whereas the *CI* of the other animals was *\[77*, *83\]*) ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). However, there was no significant difference between our case (90%) and the other animals (*CI* = *\[88*, *92\]*) concerning the Win-Stay (WSt) sub-strategy.

In the learnt phase, there was no significant difference (*P* \> *0.05*) between the PathC and the other animals concerning the WSt and the ChSh strategies. Nevertheless, for the latter strategy, the PathC showed a lower value (87.6%) than the other animals with a medium effect size (*Cohen's d* = *0.62*). ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Also, LSh sub-strategy occurred significantly less (34%) for the PathC than the other animals (*CI* = *\[63*, *91\]*). ([Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}).

*2 -- Delayed Matching-To-Position task (DMTP)*

All animals reached the learning criterion. The animals performed an average of 22 ± 1.8 sessions of 100 trials corresponding to 27.5 ± 3.3 daily sessions.

The PathC required more sessions (39 sessions of 100 trials) ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) and more time (59 daily sessions) to reach the criterion in this task. Statistical analysis showed that the animals' *CI* at *P* \< *0.006* did not include the PathC's values concerning the number of sessions of 100 trials and daily sessions (respectively *CI* = *\[16.7 26.1\]*, *\[19.4 35.8\]*). None of the animals presented obvious position habits that could have helped them to solve the task.

We divided this learning phase in three equal blocks of trials for each animal and calculated the mean percent correct responses in those blocks for both the PathC and the other animals. Statistical analysis did not show any difference between performances although PathC showed a tendency to have lower mean correct responses across the blocks (*d* = *0.37* and *d* = *0.76* for the last two blocks respectively).

Concerning the longer delays (3 to 12 sec), the percentage of correct responses decreased gradually with delay length for all the animals. Significant differences appeared for 3 and 9 sec delays where PathC showed better performances than the other animals.

The next phase of the task consisted in the randomized-delays step, divided into four equal blocks of 300 trials each. In this case, data showed a gradual improvement of accuracy for the other animals contrasting with the PathC which showed lower performances than other animals with a medium (*d* = *0.43*) and large (*d* = *1.05*) effect size in block 2 and 3 respectively. Moreover, in block 4, a significant statistical difference was found between the PathC (74%) and the other animals (*CI* = *\[80.7 87.3\]*). The PathC did not have a stable gradual improvement.

Response strategies analysis
----------------------------

### Learning phase

We divided this phase into three equal blocks and computed the occurrence of each strategy in each block for the PathC and the other animals. The main result concerns the WSt sub-strategy which occurred at a higher level for the other animals in block 1 (*CI* = *\[69*, *80\]* at *P* \< *0.006*) compared to the PathC which showed a significantly lower occurrence in this block (61%), and also a significantly lower value in block 2 (68%) in comparison to the other animals (*CI* = *\[70*, *85\]*). Block 3 showed a strong tendency to lower values with a large effect size (*d* = *0.99*) for the PathC without a significant difference compared to the other animals ([Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). For the other sub-strategies, PathC showed a tendency to obtain lower values, mainly in Block 2 and 3 compared to the other subjects. Indeed, concerning the LSh sub-strategy, a tendency to lower values was shown for the PathC in the last two blocs, with small (*d* = *0.32*) and medium (*d* = *0.62*) effect size respectively. Likewise, there was a tendency to lower occurrence of the ChSh strategy for the PathC with a medium effect size across the blocks (Respectively: *d* = *0.62*, *d* = *0.64*, *d* = *0.58*).

### Learnt phase

No significant difference was seen concerning the ChSh and the WSt sub-strategies. Nevertheless, for the latter sub-strategy, as in the learning phase, PathC kept its tendency to have a lower value with a large effect size (*d* = *1.0087*). However, data showed a significantly lower occurrence (46%) of the LSh sub-strategy for the PathC at *P* \< *0.006* compared to the other animals (*CI* = \[70, 85\]).

### Non randomized-delays step

Data showed mainly significant differences (*P* \< *0.006*) concerning the shift strategies. For some delays, the PathC case adopted a ChSh sub-strategy, which occurred at higher and significant frequencies compared to the other animals. This result contrasts with the LSh sub-strategy which occurred for some delays at significantly lower values for the PathC ([Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}).

### Randomized-delays step

In this step, the occurrence values of all the strategies gradually increased across the block sessions for all other subjects. This improvement contrasts with those of the PathC which showed an unstable strategy in performing this task at this step ([Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}).

*B- MRI*

Eight animals underwent MRI imaging.

### Manual measurements

The volume of the right temporal ventricular horn of the other animals was 0.98 ± 0.56 mm^3^ while the PathC showed a striking enlargement of this structure (8.13 mm[@b3]) ([Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). This value was statistically different from those of the other subjects (*CI* = *\[0.30 2.69\]* at *P* \< *0.05*).

Additionally, we performed another MRI scan one year later for the PathC and found no striking evolution of the ventricular enlargement (8.53 mm[@b3]).

Likewise, the volume of the right hippocampus (RH) at the region of interest (ROI) of the other animals was different (14.34 ± 0.03 mm[@b3]) from that of the pathological case (14.07 mm^3^). This difference was statistically significant (Animals' *CI* = *\[14.28 14.42\]* at *P* \< *0.05*).

### Automated measurements

Concerning the ventricular volumes, we could not perform an automated segmentation because of the variability of the temporal ventricular horn position. Thus, we focused the automated measurements on the volume of the RH in the ROI.

The animals' volume of the RH at the ROI was 14.97 ± 0.24 mm^3^ while that of the pathological case was 13.23 mm^3^. This difference was statistically significant (animals' *CI* = *\[14.49 15.48\]* at *P* \< *0.05*).

Likewise, we measured the difference of the obtained volumes between the manual and the automated segmentation. Those differences were close to 0 (*CI* = *\[0.12 1.04\]* indicating that the differences were about the size of one voxel.

Discussion
==========

We report a pathological case that presented behavioral impairments in two tasks, a spatial and a non-spatial one. Data analysis showed a range of cognitive anomalies for the PathC related to the latency to reach the learning criterion in both tasks. This delay in learning is associated with several problems related to the ability to apply appropriate learning strategies.

The impairments were associated with a striking lateral right ventricular enlargement of the temporal horn. Data analysis showed a significant difference between the right temporal ventricular horn volume which was increased in the PathC relative to that of the other animals. Moreover, with two types of measurement, a manual and an automated one, we found a significantly lower volume of the right hippocampus part close to the ventricular dilation, in comparison to that of the other animals.

In humans, lateral ventricular enlargement is involved in a huge range of pathologies such as schizophrenia[@b13][@b15], bipolar disorders[@b15][@b16], and some clinical forms of Parkinson's disease[@b17].

The ventricular enlargement is underlain by a pathological mechanism related to the atrophy of brain tissues (passive mechanism) or to other active processes leading to the damage of periventricular structures[@b8][@b9]. Regarding our MRI analysis, we performed two T1 weighted MRI scans one year apart for the PathC and did not see a patent evolution of the ventriculomegaly volume. This result is in line with a passive process related to an atrophic mechanism. As a consequence, ventricular enlargement leads to several substantial neurological and cognitive manifestations as mentioned above or subtle signs related to cognitive deficits such as working memory impairment and psychological disabilities that only a large set of neuropsychological investigations can detect or assess[@b11][@b18].

In our study, two tasks were used for assessing cognitive skills in marmosets, the SD and the DMTP tasks. To solve them, an animal needs not only forming a stimulus-reward association, but also acquiring a learning set that requires transferring a set of information to a new case in the same problem space[@b19]. This corresponds to the entire probable configurations that a given problem can take in a task. Thus, for the simple discrimination task, after acquiring a learning set, an animal should have full proficiency with a new pair of stimuli. According to Harlow's model[@b20], solving the simple discrimination problem implies identifying the pair of stimuli as the problem space and recognizing the relevant parameters (shape, texture) rather than their locations on the screen to differentiate them. Furthermore, resolving the DMTP task requires identifying the relevant location during the choice phase according to that of the sample phase. Thus, this task implies the use of working memory for the retention of the information during the delay period to recall it in the choice phase and update it in the subsequent trial.

Likewise, learning sets involve the use of the WSt-LSh rule[@b21], a natural strategy for the marmoset[@b22], which implies keeping the information of the correctness or incorrectness of the previous trial in order to use it in the next one[@b23]. Besides, as applied here, the ChSh strategy requires shifting the response in the subsequent trial when the location of the rewarded stimulus or that of the sample one in the DMTP task changes, reflecting the adaptive ability of a subject to avoid non-relevant information.

Little is known about the neural basis of the response strategies used for resolving a given problem in a cognitive task[@b24][@b25]. However, a number of studies have pointed out the involvement of some key structures such as the hippocampal system[@b26][@b27][@b28], the caudate nucleus[@b27], the prefrontal cortex[@b29][@b30][@b31] and the putamen[@b32].

In our study, we showed that the PathC had a marked delay in learning both tasks. This deficit was characterized by an impairment in applying the adapted strategy, only displayed by that subject. In the SD task, we noticed a striking and statistically significant lower occurrence for LSh and ChSh strategies in the learning phase followed by an improvement in the learnt phase for the latter strategy, but without a strong increase in the occurrence of the LSh sub-strategy.

The deficit in using the LSh sub-strategy may rely on a lower reward value sensibility which may be linked to an impairment in the amygdala[@b33][@b34][@b35], a brain structure involved in the association between the environmental stimuli and whether or not an experience is rewarded, and which contributes to prefrontal reward value encoding[@b36][@b37]. Furthermore, other studies highlighted the role of various structures involved in reward processing: the ventral and dorsal striatal system[@b38][@b39][@b40][@b41], including caudate nucleus[@b42][@b43] and orbitofrontal cortex[@b44][@b45]. Some authors[@b27][@b43][@b46][@b47] pointed out the role of the caudate nucleus in reward and value-based choices either in shift or stay responses. Nevertheless, some authors[@b27][@b47] argued that the caudate nucleus is implicated in a stay behavior, mainly in a WSt task, and on the contrary, the hippocampal system is involved in a shift strategy[@b27]. More recently, other authors[@b48] showed a lower probability of shifting choices after error responses in rats with striatal lesions, mostly dorsolateral.

Since rats naturally use a win-shift/lose-stay strategy in foraging[@b49], contrary to marmosets which naturally show a WSt/LSh strategy[@b22], we suggest that the role of these aforementioned structures regarding response strategies should also be interpreted according to the ecological behavior of the species that is used in an experimental context. Interestingly, some authors, in an earlier study[@b50], performing lesions on different parts of the caudate nucleus in monkeys saw a higher error rate before reaching the learning criterion in the object visual discrimination task concerning the group with lesions on the tail of the caudate nucleus. This result is similar to those observed after lesions in the inferotemporal cortex which sends projections to the tail of the caudate nucleus[@b50][@b51]. Because this region of the caudate nucleus is anatomically located near the temporal ventricular horn, an anomaly of this ventricular structure also leads to an impairment of the tail of the caudate nucleus. In the MRI of PathC, we found two major anatomical anomalies, a striking unilateral enlargement of the right temporal ventricular horn and a mild hippocampal atrophy. However, we could neither evaluate the volumes of the caudate nucleus and the amygdala near the enlarged ventricle nor the size or the thickness of the periventricular white*-*matter fiber bundles. Thus, we cannot rule out the possibility of an impairment of these structures near the abnormally enlarged ventricular horn in PathC.

In regard to the other strategies, the normal subjects used both the ChSh and WSt at roughly the same occurrence. However, the PathC had a lower use of the ChSh strategy in the learning phase, whose occurrence improved in the learnt phase of the SD task. This latter feature may, according to some authors, be related to the hippocampal damage[@b28]. Nevertheless, these authors assessed a higher level of information processing than in our tasks where ChSh concerns the change of the relevant position across trials. The weakness of using this strategy by the PathC appears to be a difficulty in shifting from the previous location to another across trials. This is compatible with a response perseveration that may be explained by a hippocampal impairment[@b52][@b53][@b54].

In the learning phase of the DMTP task, we saw a significantly lower occurrence of the WSt substrategy in the first and second blocks, and a strong tendency to a lower value in the last one. In the learnt phase, the PathC had, however, improved its performance by using this strategy. Since the WSt strategy was not affected in the SD task, the delay component of the DMTP task may result in an occasional failure of working memory even if the delay in the beginning stage of this task was short. Besides that, no significant difference was observed between the PathC and the other marmosets during the learning phase concerning the ChSh strategy across blocks. Since the use of this strategy was improved by the PathC in the later stage of the SD task and concerns the relevant location in our conditions in both tasks, we hypothesize, according to Harlow's model, the existence of a learning transfer between the two tasks. In addition, during this learning phase, there was no difference in the proportion of LSh sub-strategy between the PathC and other marmosets. Since the latter sub-strategy concerns the location in the DMTP task (instead of the stimulus in the SD task) and also the fact that resolving this task relies on a different problem space, there was no reason to expect the same level of occurrence of this substrategy as in the SD task. However, in the learnt phase, the other animals improved significantly their use of this sub-strategy while the PathC did not. This abnormal feature was maintained across some longer delays, showing an unstable use of this sub-strategy rule by the PathC. The latter characteristic was also seen in the randomized-delay step. Likewise, in this step, that instability also concerned the other sub-strategies. The DMTP task requires prefrontal-hippocampus interactions involving working memory[@b55]. In PathC, the impairment concerns a single hippocampus. In such unilateral cases[@b56] even if the lesion is partial[@b57], one observes disturbance of the functioning of the contralateral one, hence causing an occasional failure of this memory[@b58]. This failure could result from events that disrupt the application of learning strategies[@b59][@b60] and can be seen in a naturalistic-like approach[@b61](for contrasting views see[@b62][@b63]). Thus, the integrity of these structures is fundamental for acquiring both SD and DMTP.

Focusing on the mean percent correct response in the non-randomized-delays step, performances decreased across longer delays to chance level at 12 sec for both the PathC and the other animals. However, when the delays were randomized, the other subjects showed a gradual and stable improvement in performance that was not seen in the PathC which showed a tendency to have a lower and unstable performance. This can be explained by the fact that the randomization of the delays puts a significant load on the working memory. Likewise, since the hippocampus is involved in much more than the spatial domain, the weak performances of the PathC may also rely on a slower learning of stimulus-response association related to an impairment of the hippocampal system[@b24][@b64].

In summary, our study raises and highlights a number of key ideas. Firstly, the presence of an anatomical anomaly in radiological investigations should be considered in the case of an abnormal pattern of learning or performance in animals. In addition, our study points in the same direction as those studies that consider the hippocampus beyond its classical behavioral role[@b64][@b65]. Secondly, our analysis highlighted that some behavioral features reflecting an inability to use previously experienced situations to guide current choice were associated with anatomical anomalies. Ventriculomegaly, which can be caused by a range of etiologies, is indeed associated with several brain impairments[@b5][@b12][@b66] and could explain the deficits we observed. However, because of the complexity of the learning process, involving many crucial areas and anatomical structures belonging to a complex network, we are aware that the ventriculomegaly may not be the only cause of the deficits we recorded. Nevertheless and finally, the existence of an outlier pattern of results in a cognitive task in a young adult animal without other objective explanation argues in favour of further radiological investigations in order to avoid experimental bias.

Methods
=======

Animals
-------

Ten young marmosets *(Callithrix jacchus)*, four females and six males (2--4.5 years old), were bred in our laboratory. In the rest of the text, one of these animals is designated as the pathological case (PathC), a 4 years old female. The behavioral testing was conducted in the home cage in a naturalistic-like context and approach. Each animal was isolated in the upper part of the cage only during its experimental session but stayed in visual, auditory and tactile contact with the congeners. Apart from that, animals were free ranging, unconstrained and without privation.

The body weight of PathC was 350g. This was in the range of the other marmosets 'weights (Mean ± SEM: 344 g ± 13.4) and normal for marmosets at this age range[@b67].

All experiments were carried out according to the National Committee for Ethical Reflection on Animal Testing. (authorization number: MP/03/76/11/12).

Behavior
--------

### Animal training and stimuli

We used visual stimuli (3 × 3 cm, 17° of visual angle at a marmoset arm reach) of different geometric shapes filled with different gray-level textures. These stimuli were displayed on a touch screen fixed in front of the home cage (see [supplementary information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We used visual gray-level stimuli rather than colorful ones as this is recommended to avoid possible discrimination bias related to different phenotypes of colour vision in the marmoset (as mentioned in[@b68]).

Training and testing were performed 3 to 5 days per week between 13:00 and 20:00. All marmosets were naïve to the tasks. They got familiarized with the setup by placing a piece of gingerbread on the screen and delivering a reward when the animal reached out to it. The size of the piece was gradually reduced until the animal touched a gray square displayed on the screen in absence of gingerbread.

Correct responses were rewarded with banana compote, yogurt, or mashed chickpeas (according to the day of the week) delivered by a peristaltic pump (0.1--0.2 ml) via a centrally-located licker above the holes in order to deliver the reward 10 cm inside the cage (see [supplementary information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This led the animal to disengage itself from the screen to avoid position habits.

### Simple Discrimination Task (SD)

This task consists in learning to discriminate the positive stimulus in each pair. Each member of the pair was pseudo-randomly displayed at 3.5 cm respectively to the right and to the left of the center of the screen and at the same height. The animals had to learn which stimulus was rewarded until they reached the learning criterion of 80% correct responses[@b69]. After reaching the criterion for the first pair, animals were trained to discriminate 2 to 10 other pairs. Here, the learning criterion should be stable in two consecutive sessions of 100 trials for one pair and kept for the next two consecutive sessions of a new pair.

The same pairs of stimuli were used for all the animals in the same order until reaching the learning criterion. There was no constraint in time or in the number of trials in a daily session. The daily session ended when the animal cumulated 25 ml of reward corresponding to its daily semiliquid diet or when it did not perform the task during at least 5 minutes. A given session of 100 trials could be continued over several consecutive days until completion.

All correct responses were rewarded and followed by displaying a black screen during an inter-trial interval (ITI) of 3 sec. Wrong responses were punished by displaying a blue screen during 5 sec followed by the ITI.

### Delayed matching-to-position task (DMTP)

This task consisted of two steps. In the first one (the learning phase) and on each trial, a different stimulus was pseudo-randomly displayed in one of two locations on the screen (right or left). A 10.5 cm distance separated the two locations. We used the same type of stimuli as in the simple discrimination, but different exemplars (varied polygonal shapes and textures). The stimuli were different across trials adding up to a total of 271 exemplars. As soon as the animal touched the stimulus, a white screen was displayed during a delay (0.5 to 1 sec) after which it reappeared again in the same location. Step 2 consisted in displaying pseudo-randomly a stimulus on each trial. As soon as the animal touched it, a white screen was displayed during a delay of 1.5 sec, then the same stimulus reappeared in the two locations, at the right and at the left. The marmoset had to touch the stimulus which appeared in the same location as previously in the current trial to get a reward. Additionally, the stimuli were different between trials to reduce proactive interference. When the animal reached the learning criterion (80% of correct responses in two consecutive sessions of 100 trials and 80% of correct responses in two consecutive daily sessions) followed by a stable performance during 500 trials, we increased the delay every 2 sessions of 100 trials until reaching 12 sec (Delays were: 3, 4.5, 6, 9 and 12 sec). Thereafter, the delays were randomised during 1200 trials.

All correct responses were rewarded and followed by displaying a black screen during an ITI of 2 sec. Wrong responses were punished by displaying a blue screen during 6 sec followed by the ITI.

In addition, in the learning phase, when a marmoset showed a significant side bias (20 consecutive responses to one side), a correction procedure was applied: the correct stimulus was displayed on the non-preferred side until the animal had performed 5 consecutive correct responses.

### Response and learning strategies

We analyzed the Win-Stay/Lose-Shift and Change-Shift strategies for both tasks. They reflect the ability of the animal to adapt its responses according to its own experience. According to the type of response, in the Win-Stay (WSt) sub-strategy, the animal repeated a correct previous response, whereas in the Lose-Shift (LSh) it did not repeat an incorrect previous response. The correct (or incorrect) responses are those whose location of the positive stimulus (in the SD task) or sample stimuli (in the DMTP task) did not change from one trial to the next (unchanged trials). The Change-Shift (ChSh) sub-strategy reflects the ability to shift from the previous response when that location changed from one trial to another (changed trials). The proportion of WSt was calculated as the proportion of stay responses after a correct one with reference to the total correct unchanged trials. That of LSh was calculated as the proportion of shift responses after an incorrect one with respect to the total incorrect unchanged trials. The proportion of ChSh was calculated as that of the correct change responses after a change trial with respect to the total change trials.

Imaging
-------

### MRI acquisition and analysis

Animals were intramuscularly anesthetized with Alphaxalone, 1.85ml/kg (Alfaxan, 10mg/ml, Jurox, Worcestershire, UK). The average acquisition time was 45 min. SpO2, heart and respiratory rates were constantly monitored.

MRI scans were performed using a 3-T scanner (Achieva; Philips, Best, The Netherlands). High-resolution anatomical images were acquired using a 3-D T1-weighted sequence (slice thickness 0.35 mm, Reconstructed resolution: 0.31 × 0.31 × 0.35 mm, repetition time/echo time 10.5/4.7 ms, flip angle 8°). For the PathC we added a T2 weighted MRI scan.

We used MRICron software to change the format of the images from DICOM to NIFTI. NIFTI images were processed in SPM8 in order to rigidly align all brain images. Then, we adjusted the origin of NIFTI images below the knee of the corpus callosum and coregistered all the individual images to the template, adapted from Hikishima *et al.*[@b70], using the automated tool in SPM8.

Using MatLab software (v R2013a) we decomposed 3D NITFI Images into 2D TIFF format. Since the ventriculomegaly is underlain by a pathological processes related to atrophy or other active processes leading to the destruction of periventricular structures[@b8][@b9] where the higher rate of that atrophy corresponds in general to regions near the ventricular enlargement, we focused our analysis on this region. Thus, using GIMP 2.8 Software for manual segmentation, we manually created binary inclusive masks for each coronal slice with a region of interest (ROI) adjacent to the dilated portion of the right temporal ventricular horn of our PathC. This ROI comprised 5 slices in the right hippocampus (RH) at the same location in each animal. In addition, we obtained binary inclusive masks for each coronal slice of the animals' right temporal ventricular horn. Thus, volume measurements were performed for each temporal ventricle horn and ROI of the RH. All the calculations were performed in the template space, which permitted us to factor out the individual variability in the total brain volume.

We also used an automated segmentation method for obtaining animals' ROI masks (see [supplementary information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We used the obtained binary images of inclusive masks for the ROI to calculate the RH volume in the ROI. As in the manual method, all the calculations were performed in the template space.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

Statistical analyses were performed with MatLab (R2013a).

The Kolmogorov--Smirnov test rejected the null hypothesis of normality for the distribution of the volumes of anatomical structures described above and the behavioral data at the significance level of *P* \< *0.05*. Likewise, testing the assumption of normality with normal Q-Q plots, all the distributions exhibited considerable deviations from normality.

The comparisons of behavioral performances as well as the volumetric values between the other animals and our PathC were performed using a bootstrap method (re-sampling 10000 times) with a bias corrected and accelerated percentile algorithm for confidence intervals[@b71]. The difference was considered to be significant if the animals' confidence intervals (*CI*) at *P* \< *0.05* did not include the pathological case's values. For the DMTP task we used Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, setting the significance level at *0.006* according to the number of conditions (Learning, non randomized delays and randomized delays).
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![Learning performances in the DMTP task.\
(**a**) Individual learning curves. Data were calculated after discarding correction trials (see methods). (**b**) Number of sessions to reach the learning criterion. Data are represented as median and interquartile intervals. The red square represents the performance of the PathC.](srep16046-f3){#f3}

![Evolution of the animals' response strategies in the DMTP task.\
(**a**) The Win-Stay sub-strategy in the learning phase. (**b**) The Lose-Shift sub-strategy in the DMTP task as a function of the delay. Error bars represent the bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrap confidence intervals (*P* \< *0.006*). \*Significant.](srep16046-f4){#f4}

![Evolution of the response strategies in the randomized-delay step in the DMTP task.\
**(a)** WSt sub-strategy. **(b)** LSh sub-strategy. **(c)** ChSh strategy. Error bars represent the bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrap confidence intervals (*P* \< *0.006*). \*Significant.](srep16046-f5){#f5}

![MRI images.\
MRI T1 and T2 weighted scans showing the contrast between the abnormal ventricular enlargement (arrow) in the PathC (**a,b**) and another animal (**c**)](srep16046-f6){#f6}

[^1]: These authors jointly supervised this work.
